ARRI ALEXA Mini LF Camera

ARRI combines the compact size and low weight of the popular ALEXA Mini with the large-format ALEXA LF sensor.

FEATURES INCLUDE:

- Immersive large-format look
- Lower noise with higher usable sensitivity
- Highest dynamic range of any production camera
- ARRI color science for natural skin tones, easy color correction and clean VFX
- Uncompressed and unencrypted MXF/ARRIRAW
- Fast and efficient MXF/Apple ProRes
- New Codex Compact Drive 1TB is small, tough and cost-efficient
- New MVF-2 high-contrast HD viewfinder
- HD OLED display, color science and ARRICAM eyepiece like ALEXA LF EVF-2
- Large 4” flip-out monitor shows image or camera menu
- Three internal, motorized large-format FSND filters: ND 0.6, 1.2 and 1.8
- New dedicated, regulated 12 V and 24 V accessory power outputs
- New SYNC IN and improved AUDIO connectors
- Two built-in microphones
- Six user buttons on camera’s left side
- One LOCK button each for camera and viewfinder
- Additional external WiFi antenna
- Easier access to media, VF and TC connectors
- Compatible with LPL and PL mount lenses, Super 35 and full frame
- Supports all anamorphic de-squeeze ratios

RENT: $1,600/day • Multi-day rates available!